
Pinkneys Green v HURLEY 1XI – 12th July 2014 

HURLEY 
P Ridgeway b Asif 15 

S Kayani b Ahmad 4 

N Akhtar st Mehmood b Snapes 40 

S Taylor c Mehmood b Carlewis 19 

Y Ali st Mehmood b Snape 6 

G Double lbw b Snape 0 

P Hunjan lbw Snape 1 

V Sharma  Not Out 45 

D Day c Mehmood b Peck 7 

P Todd b Peck 4 

R Singh c Mehmood b Dhillon 4 

 Extras 15 

 Total 160ao 

1.05-4.15 

 

PINKNEYS GREEN 
S Curlewis b Akhtar 53 

B Purchase b Akhtar 17 

T Butt c Double b Ridgeway 51 

B Mehmood c&b Ridgeway 0 

J Dhillon c Akhtar b Todd 21 

M Nazir c Akhtar b Kayani 1 

N Asif lbw b Todd 0 

I Tariq c Hunjan b Kayani 0 

B Snapes Not Out 6 

M Peck Not Out 2 

 Extras 23 

 Total 164-8 

4.45-7.05 

 

P Ridgeway 15-4-63-2 P Hunjan 1-0-18-0 

N Akhtar 15-5-24-2 P Todd  3.1-0-22-2 

V Sharma 3-0-26-0 S Kayani 2-0-3-2 

 

It was Groundhog day again for Hurley sinking to a 6th successive defeat at Pinkneys Green. 

The visitors lost another toss and on a burning humid day, asked to bat. Shoab Kayani (4) fell 

early but Phil Ridgeway (15) and Naeem Akhtar (40) added 20 before Ridgeway found 

another way of getting himself out cutting off his middle stump to the first ball of Asif’s 

opening over. In ideal batting conditions, Akhtar and Steve Taylor (19) cruised along like a 

family saloon adding 52 before Taylor offered a feint edge behind. From a position of 86-2 

and looking like posting a competitive score, Hurley’s innings dissolved into the familiar car 

crash of 96-7. Varun Sharma (45not) applied a counter offensive with Denis Day (7) and a 

commendable obdurate Raj Singh (4) as these two added 32 for the final wicket. But a total 

of 160 in 50 overs was well below par. 

 

The unequal burden then fell on Ridgeway (2-63) and Akhtar (2-24) to open the bowling with 

the old ball. Pinkneys were pegged back to scoring 14 from their opening 16 overs. A 

change of bowling released the shackles until Akhtar returned to uproot Ben Purchase (17) 

and then Steve Curlewis (53) to leave the home side 93-2. When Ridgeway took a low c&b to 

remove Mehmood, Pinkneys tottered to 100-3. But the home side threw in Butt (51) who 

swung like an Essex housewife hitting some big boundaries and his 31 ball stay swung the 

match. He peppered the boundary like so many ‘likes’ in a teenage sentence. He inevitably 

fell to a steepling catch by the ebullient Greg Double, but at 146-4 the game looked 



inevitable. A remarkable collapse then ensued as Pinkneys lost 5 wickets for 9 runs to add 

some surprising tension to the gathering dusk and panic amongst the scorers. Paul Todd (2-

22) and Shoab Keyani (2-3) were the main beneficiaries, but Pinkneys then scrambled the 

required runs with 4 byes to claim the win by 2 wickets and 10 overs. Hurley must rue the 16 

wides conceded, and shortages of bowling with 3 front line bowlers missing with a variety of 

reasons, some legitimate. But another fragile batting display ultimately will relegate Hurley as 

the club spirals to new lows. 

 


